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(54) Universal platform for phase dimming discharge lighting ballast and lamp

(57) A ballast, or power supply circuit (1), for gas dis-
charge lamps (14) of the type using IC control based
gate-drive circuitry for controlling a pair of serially con-
nected switches (Q1-Q2) of a d.c.-a.c. inverter (13).
More particularly, the invention relates to a ballast (1)
having a resonant feedback circuit (19) drawing contin-

uous input current from a wide range of source voltages
to satisfy requirements of phase control dimmers (3).
Even more particularly, the invention relates to a univer-
sal platform for phase dimming discharge lighting using
the Ballast (1) and a discharge Lamp (14) with a phase
dimming circuit. (3).
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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to a ballast, or
power supply circuit, for gas discharge lamps of the type
using IC control based gate-drive circuitry for controlling
a pair of serially connected switches of a d.c.-a.c. invert-
er. More particularly, the invention relates to a ballast
having a resonant feedback circuit drawing continuous
input current from a wide range of source voltages to
satisfy requirements of phase control dimmers. Even
more particularly, the invention relates to a universal
platform for phase dimming discharge lighting using the
Ballast and a discharge Lamp with a phase dimming cir-
cuit.
[0002] Phase-controlled dimmable ballasts have
gained a growing popularity in industry due to their ca-
pability for use with photo cells, motion detectors and
standard wall dimmers.
[0003] Dimming of fluorescent lamps with class D
converters is accomplished by either regulating the
lamp current, or regulating the power of a discharge
lamp. For cold cathode fluorescent lamps (CCFLs), the
pulse width modulating (PWM) technique is commonly
used to expand a dimming range. The technique pulses
the CCFLs at full rated lamp current thereby modulating
intensity by varying the percentage of time the lamp is
operating at full-rated current. Such a system can oper-
ate with a closed loop or an open loop system. The tech-
nique is simple, low cost, and a fixed frequency opera-
tion. However, it is not easily adapted to hot cathode
fluorescent lamps.
[0004] For proper dimming of hot cathode lamps, the
cathode heating needs to be increased, as light intensity
is reduced. If inadequate heating exists, cathode sput-
tering increases as the lamp is dimmed. Also, the lamp
arc crest factor should be less than 1.7 for most dimming
ranges, in order to maintain the rated lamp life. The high-
er the crest factor, the shorter will be the life of the lamp.
The PWM method does not address these problems,
and therefore so far has been limited to CCFL applica-
tions.
[0005] Class D inverter topology with variable fre-
quency dimming has been widely accepted by the light-
ing industry for use in the preheat, ignition and dimming
of a lamp. The benefits of such a topology include, but
are not limited to (i) ease of implementing programma-
ble starting sequences which extend lamp life; (ii) sim-
plification of lamp network design; (iii) low cost to in-
crease lamp cathode heating as the lamp is dimmed;
(iv) obtainable low lamp arc crest factor; (v) ease of reg-
ulating the lamp power by either regulating the lamp cur-
rent or the average current feeding the inverter; and (vi)
zero voltage switching can be maintained by operating
the switching frequency above the resonant frequency
of the inverter.
[0006] In incandescent lamp dimming systems, dim-
ming is typically controlled by a phase dimmer, also
known as a triac dimmer. A common type of phase dim-

mer blocks a portion of each positive or negative half
cycle immediately after the zero crossing of the voltage.
The clipped waveform carries both the power and dim-
ming signal to the loads. The dimmer replaces a wall
switch which is installed in series with a power line.
[0007] It would be desirable to use existing phase
dimmer signals for dimming of fluorescent lamps. A sys-
tem designed to use existing triac phase dimmers must
satisfy the requirements of the triac, one of which is a
holding current specification. When the triac is in a con-
ducting state, the current through the triac must remain
above the specified holding current in order for the triac
not to switch off and interrupt current.
[0008] It would also be desirable to have such a sys-
tem use a single-stage design for dimming and interfac-
ing with a phase dimmer, provided at a low cost, with
minimal voltage and current stresses on a resonant cir-
cuit. Still a further desirable aspect is to have a circuit
which would allow programmable starting sequences to
extend a lamp life, allow for low lamp arc crest factors
and zero voltage switching over wide ranges. Such a
system should also include compact size with low com-
ponent counts and be easily adapted for different line
input voltage and powers and provide for adequate pro-
tection for abnormal operations.
[0009] Further, some solutions that currently exist re-
quire the use of high voltage components due to the use
of voltage doubler circuits that provide a bus voltage at
twice the peak input voltage. This makes it difficult to
provide solutions for sale in countries that use relatively
high voltage power sources (200V and above) because
of the high cost of the required components. It would be
desirable to implement a design that supports high volt-
age power systems (over 200V), and yet does not re-
quire the use of high-voltage components, thus reducing
costs and also allowing use of the apparatus in a global
market.
[0010] Even further, some solutions are sensitive to
low voltage conditions and fluctuating voltages, which
can make the operation suspect at high dimming modes
due to a drop in the triac holding currents and/or a shut-
down of the apparatus itself due to low current draws at
high dimming settings. A solution that supports high
dimming modes for an improved dimming range that is
insensitive to voltage fluctuations and transients is thus
desirable.
[0011] According to the present invention, there is
provided an electronic ballast having an input rectifier
circuit for rectifying an input voltage, a voltage inverter
circuit for receiving a rectified input voltage from the in-
put rectifier circuit and for providing voltage/current to a
discharge lamp for providing a dimmable light; a con-
troller for controlling the operation of the voltage inverter
circuit; and a keep-alive feedback circuit for feeding
back energy from the discharge lamp to the voltage in-
verter circuit to allow a high dimming operation.
[0012] Also provided is an electronic ballast having an
input rectifier circuit for rectifying an input voltage; a volt-
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age inverter circuit for receiving a rectified input voltage
from the input rectifier circuit and for providing voltage/
current to a discharge lamp for providing a dimmable
light; a controller for controlling the operation of the volt-
age inverter circuit; and a constant voltage supply circuit
for supplying a substantially constant voltage to the con-
troller. The constant voltage supply circuit provides the
substantially constant voltage both at low input currents
and at high input currents.
[0013] Still further provided is an electronic ballast
comprising: an input rectifier circuit for rectifying an input
voltage from a dimming circuit; a voltage inverter circuit
having solid-state switches for receiving a rectified input
voltage from the input rectifier circuit and for providing
voltage/currents to a discharge lamp for providing a dim-
mable light; a controller for controlling the operation of
the voltage inverter circuit; a keep-alive feedback circuit
for feeding back energy from the discharge lamp to the
voltage inverter circuit to allow a high dimming opera-
tion; and a constant voltage supply circuit for supplying
a substantially constant voltage to the controller.
[0014] The constant voltage supply circuit uses a volt-
age of the discharge lamp to generate the substantially
constant voltage during a high dimming operation of the
dimming circuit. Further, the constant voltage supply cir-
cuit uses the voltage/current of the inverter circuit to
generate the substantially constant voltage during a low
dimming operation of the dimming circuit.
[0015] Embodiments of the invention will now be de-
scribed, by way of example, with reference to the ac-
companying drawings, in which:

FIGURE 1 is a block diagram showing the major
functional circuits of the apparatus;

FIGURE 2 is a circuit diagram showing the major
circuit components of the apparatus; and

FIGURE 3 is a plot of a current of the apparatus
over time.

[0016] The new Universal Platform For Phase Dim-
ming Discharge Lighting Ballast is a new platform re-
placing an older, "Doubler Circuit Topology", for a global
market in high-end performance dimmable CFL at a re-
duced cost. This new platform can be used with flores-
cent or other discharge lighting to save energy in com-
parison to incandescent lamps, and yet deliver soft uni-
form lighting for application in homes and office build-
ings.
[0017] The platform utilizes a single-stage based to-
pology using only one energy storage element. It fea-
tures relatively low bus voltage that enables the use of
low cost high efficiency switching devices. It has a built
in constant power supply to provide d.c. bias to an IC
controller in spite of large voltage variations on an input
bus utilizing the triac control.
[0018] The Fig. 1 is the block diagram showing the

major functional circuits of the Universal Platform For
Phase Dimming Discharge Lighting Ballast and Lamp
along with major external connections and the primary
interactions between the circuits. An apparatus 1 con-
nects to an external Phase Dimmer 3 which is typically
adjusted by a User 4. The Phase Dimmer 3 is typically
connected to an external power source 2. A wide range
of consumer and/or industrial power systems are ac-
ceptable for the external Power Source 2, including
110/120V a.c. systems and 210/220/240V a.c. systems,
among others. Thus the apparatus 1 can be designed
for use globally.
[0019] The apparatus 1 is comprised of a Fuse and
EMI Filter 11, which connects to the external phase dim-
mer circuit. The Fuse and EMI Filter 11 provides filtered
power to a Universal Phase Dimmer Compatible Circuit
12, and an Input RMS Voltage Sensing/Minimum Volt-
age Cutoff Circuit 15 monitors the input voltage. The
Universal Phase Dimmer Compatible Circuit 12 rectifier
rectifies the incoming voltage and thus provides a DC
power source for the other circuits in the apparatus 1,
while the Input RMS Voltage Sensing/Minimum Voltage
Cutoff Circuit 15 monitors the input voltage, and hence
the dim setting of the Phase Dimmer 3, and provides the
result to a Dimming Control IC 16 controller, which pro-
vides the primary control for the apparatus 1.
[0020] The Universal Phase Dimmer Compatible Cir-
cuit 12 rectifier is compatible with the various phase dim-
mers to be used by the user, and the platform can be
designed to make the apparatus useable in various na-
tions with differing voltage supplies at a reasonable cost.
Further, the rectifier 12 provides a DC current and volt-
age to a Voltage Source Inverter Circuit 13, which is con-
trolled by the Dimming Control IC 16.
[0021] The Voltage Source Inverter Circuit 13 con-
verts the DC voltage from the Universal Phase Dimmer
Compatible Circuit 12 into high-frequency voltage/cur-
rent pulses such as an alternating current (a.c.) provided
to a Discharge Lamp 14. The inverter circuit 13 output
pulses are sufficient to trigger the lamp 14 to generate
light and regulating the lamp's current at the desired dim
level.
[0022] A Constant Voltage Supply Circuit 17 provides
a constant voltage supply to the Dimming Control IC 16
controller. Further, the Constant Voltage Supply Circuit
17 is adapted to ensure that the voltage supply to the
controller 16 does not fall below the minimum required
to keep the controller 16 active while the user is operat-
ing the Phase Dimmer 3 in a high-dimming mode. With-
out this adaptation, the controller 16 would shut down
the apparatus 1 at high dimming modes, when the input
voltage from the Phase Dimmer 3 is too low for the in-
verter circuit 13 to provide a sufficient voltage to power
the controller 16 and keep it operating. Accordingly, the
processor 16 would shut down the apparatus at high
dimming operations without the circuit 17. With the ad-
aptation, the apparatus 1 is able to operate at wider dim-
ming ranges. This is not a problem when the phase dim-
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mer is operated at low dimming modes, because under
that condition, the additional current from 17 is high
enough such that the dimming control IC 16 to keep it
properly operating. Consequently, the Constant Voltage
Supply Circuit 17 widens the dimming range that can be
supported by the apparatus.
[0023] A Lamp's Current or Power Sensing Circuit 18
senses the current, voltage, or both (and hence power)
of the Discharge Lamp 14 and provides that information
to the Dimming Control IC 16 controller to support the
monitoring and control operations of the controller 16.
Further, the Input RMS Voltage Sensing/Minimum Volt-
age Cuttoff Circuit provides information about the input
voltage, and hence dim setting of the Phase Dimmer 3,
to the controller 16. These inputs aid the controller 16
in properly controlling the inverter circuit 13 at the proper
frequency and voltage for the desired dimming level, as
set by the Phase Dimmer 3. Hence, the controller can
set the inverter circuit 13 to the proper dimming level
based on the Phase Dimmer 3 setting. Further, the con-
troller 16 can have programmable starting sequences
to extend a lamp life and disable (Cuttoff) the inverter
circuit if the sensed RMS is minmum setting level. Note
that not all control connections are necessarily shown
in FIG. 1.
[0024] Finally, a Keep-Alive Feedback Circuit 19 is
provided to ensure that the apparatus 1 draws a suffi-
cient current from the Phase Dimmer 3 to above "keep-
alive" the current supplied by the Phase Dimmer 3. Typ-
ical phase dimmer circuits utilize one or more triac com-
ponents that require a minimum holding current (i.e.,
keep-alive current) to stay in a conducting mode, and
hence provide an output current. Without the Keep-Alive
Feedback Circuit 19, at dimming (i.e., chopped voltage
wavefrom) current) modes, the apparatus 1 might draw
an insufficient current, allowing the triac to cut-off, and
shut the apparatus 1 down at dimming, thereby dimmer
will re-trigger and cause flicking observed by user.. By
adding the feedback circuit 19, the apparatus 1 is able
to operate and stable over wider dimming ranges than
it could without it.
[0025] FIGURE 2 shows many of the apparatus 1 cir-
cuits in more detail with the primary electrical connec-
tions shown, although the control connections are typi-
cally not shown. In FIG. 2, a Phase Dimmer 3 is inserted
in a hot side of the Power Source 2 and the output of
the Power Source 2 is connected to the EMI filter which
comprises inductor L1, and capacitors C1 & C2. The ca-
pacitors C1 & C2 are also used in the Universal Phase
Dimmer Compatible Circuit 12. Differing from a conven-
tional full rectify bride circuit, the bridge diodes D1, D2,
D3 & D4, in this case, are normally operating in high
frequency mode instead of the line frequency over large
portion of the input line cycle.
[0026] The Universal Phase Dimmer Compatible Cir-
cuit 12 is designed such that, at any given time, at least
one diode is conducting. This occurs because of capac-
itor C5, which operates as a keep-alive feedback circuit

to provide feedback energy to keep at least one diode
conducting at all times. The action of the bridge diodes
are softly turned on and off by a resonant feedback cur-
rent from C5. Therefore, the compatible circuit 12 draws
a substantially continuous input current from the Phase
Dimmer 3. And the circuit 12 is also designed to maintain
the current level at each half line cycle to be above min-
imum holding current of the triac in the Phase Dimmer
3, if any. Therefore, it eliminates the undesirable flicker-
ing of Discharge Lamp 14 due to the triac switching off
if the stay-alive current drops below the required mini-
mum and then re-triggering when the current rises. Ac-
cordingly, the addition of C5 increases the range of de-
sirable dimming operation that the apparatus 1 can sup-
port, bringing the apparatus more in line with incandes-
cent lighting.
[0027] Capacitor C3 is provided as part of the Univer-
sal Phase Dimmer Compatible Circuit 12 to improve the
crest factor of the lamp by reducing the variation of the
effective resonant capacitor. The two capacitors, C1
&C2, are used to balance interfacing circuit operation.
However, the circuit could operate with just a single ca-
pacitor. The inverter circuit basically utilizes a typical se-
ries resonant parallel load voltage fed topology. Unlike
a conventional one, however, the capacitor C5, is con-
nected back to the center of the C1 and C2, as shown,
for the purposes described above and below.
[0028] As an alternative, capacitor C3' can be added
to the circuit as shown, in place of C3. The operation is
as described above and below for capacitor C3. Only
one of C3 and C3' are typically necessary.
[0029] When the inverter circuit starts to operate, the
resonant current via the capacitor C5 is fed back to
charge and discharge the capacitor C3, in a high fre-
quency manner, thus feeding back energy to the Uni-
versal Phase Dimmer Compatible Circuit 12. As FIG-
URE 3 shows, when the input bridge is in a peak charge
portion 34 of the D1 current waveform, the input from
the a.c. power source is higher than the bus voltage
across capacitor C4. Therefore, the a.c. source is direct-
ly charging up capacitor C4 through the source voltage.
During the holding current portion 35, 33, the a.c. input
source has dropped below the charge value on capac-
itor C4. At this point, the current from capacitor C5 is
providing the major portion of the input current. The
amount of current supplied by capacitor C5 is depend-
ent upon the size of the capacitor in relationship to the
other components of the circuit. Thus, the currents 31,
37, and 38 are kept above the triac cut-off level, and
diodes D1, D2, D3and D4 in a high-frequency switching
mode at 37, 38, and at a lower frequency switching
mode at 31. The EMI filter ensures that the high frequen-
cy component of the feed back current 38, 37, 31 isn't
coupling back to the dimmer 3 or to the input power
source 2. Further, the periods 32 and 36, when the input
current drops low, are too short to re-trigger the triac.
Accordingly, the triac of the dimmer 3 stays conducting
at dimming modes without flickering.
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[0030] The Voltage Source Inverter Circuit 13 gener-
ates a high-frequency current source to power the Dis-
charge Lamp 14 to induce the lamp to discharge and
hence generate light at a sufficiently high frequency to
not generate visible flickering for most users. The invert-
er circuit 13 is comprised of solid-state switches Q1 and
Q2 (such as FETs, for example) which are controlled by
the controller 16. Inductor L2 and capacitors C6 and C7
form a resonant circuit and work with the switches to
convert the d.c. voltage provided by the rectifier 12 to
generate the alternating voltage provided to the Dis-
charge Lamp 14.
[0031] The controller 16 inputs voltage and/or current
information from both the Input RMS Voltage Sensing/
Minimum Voltage Cutoff Circuit 15 and the Lamp's Cur-
rent or Power Sensing Circuit 18 to monitor the status
of the apparatus 1 and the dimming setting of the Phase
Dimmer 3 to set the inverter circuit 13 to provide the de-
sired dimming levels. The operation and design of the
RMS Voltage Sensing/Minimum Voltage Cutoff Circuit
15 and the Lamp's Current or Power Sensing Circuit 18
are derived from various solutions known in the art.
[0032] When the Phase Dimmer 3 triac cuts-in to dim
the light level, the apparatus bus voltage would vary with
output of the peak of voltage of the triac, and the dc bias
that powers the Dimming Control IC 16 could drop below
a minimum off setting of the controller 16, thus shutting
down the controller 16. If only the one supply current via
capacitor, C8, is used in the design, the controller 16
could turn off at the highest dimming settings, and could
repeat the starting/off sequence.
[0033] The circuit shown in FIGURE 2 has been
adapted such that the power provided to the IC comes
from a Constant Voltage Supply Circuit 17, which is
comprised of an integrated high frequency source con-
sisting of capacitors C8, C9, and an ac-to-dc converting
circuit including diodes D5, D6, D7 and capacitor C9.
Capacitor C9 supplies a portion of the current that is di-
rectly related to the bus voltage and thus is proportional
to the peak input voltage from the source and operating
frequency. In contrast, the current from C8 is related to
the voltage of the Discharge Lamp 14, which is also fre-
quency dependent. Thus, C8 provides power at low
source peak voltage levels. These two current sources
are thus complementary to each other, and therefore,
when tied together as shown, they provide a substan-
tially constant voltage to the controller 16 as the lamp
14 is dimmed. Thus, the controller 16 power source 17
is substantially insensitive to the input voltage to the ap-
paratus 1, and consequently, the controller 16 can op-
erate over a wider range of dimming operation, and thus
the apparatus 1 provides wide dimming range support.
[0034] Accordingly, the apparatus 1 will dim the light
output of the discharge lamp 14 based on the dimming
setting of the Phase Dimmer 3 for a wider range of dim
settings at a wide variety of input voltages.

Claims

1. An electronic ballast comprising:

an input rectifier circuit (12) for rectifying an in-
put voltage;
a voltage inverter circuit (13) for receiving a rec-
tified input voltage from said input rectifier cir-
cuit, and for providing voltage/current to a dis-
charge lamp (14) for providing a dimmable light;
a controller (16) for controlling the operation of
the voltage inverter circuit (13); and
a keep-alive feedback circuit (19) for feeding
back energy from said discharge lamp (14) to
said voltage inverter circuit (13) to allow a high
dimming operation.

2. The ballast of claim 1, wherein said keep-alive feed-
back circuit (19) utilizes a capacitor (C5) for said
feeding back energy.

3. The ballast of claim 1, wherein
said input rectifier (12) comprises a plurality

of diodes, and further wherein
said keep-alive feedback circuit (19) compris-

es a capacitor (C5) connected to both said rectifier
circuit and the discharge lamp (14) for ensuring that
at least one of said plurality of diodes is always con-
ducting.

4. The ballast of claim 1 further comprising:

a constant voltage supply circuit (17) connect-
ed to said rectifier circuit (12) and for supplying
a substantially constant voltage to said control-
ler, wherein
said constant voltage supply circuit uses a volt-
age of the discharge lamp (14) to provide said
substantially constant voltage when the input
current is low due to the high dimming opera-
tion.

5. The ballast of claim 1, wherein said input rectifier
circuit (12) includes:

a plurality of diodes (D1-D4) operating at a fre-
quency above the frequency of the input volt-
age, wherein at any given time at least one di-
ode is in a conducting mode due to said keep-
alive feedback circuit.

6. The ballast of claim 5, wherein said rectifier circuit
(12) further includes:

a capacitor (C3,C31) for reducing a crest factor
of the discharge lamp (14).

7. A dimmable discharge lighting apparatus compris-
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ing:

the electronic ballast of claim 1; and
said discharge lamp (14), wherein
said apparatus is for providing a dimmable light
when connected to a dimming circuit for provid-
ing the input voltage.

8. An electronic ballast comprising:

an input rectifier circuit (12) for rectifying an in-
put voltage from a dimming circuit (3);
a voltage inverter circuit (13) having solid-state
switches (Q1-Q2) for receiving a rectified input
voltage from said input rectifier circuit (12), and
for providing voltage/currents to a discharge
lamp (14) for providing a dimmable light;
a controller for controlling the operation of the
voltage inverter circuit (13);
a keep-alive feedback circuit (19) for feeding
back energy from said discharge lamp (14) to
said voltage inverter circuit (13) to allow a high
dimming operation; and
a constant voltage supply circuit (17) for sup-
plying a substantially constant voltage to said
controller, wherein said constant voltage supply
circuit (17) uses a voltage of the discharge lamp
(14) to generate said substantially constant
voltage during a high dimming operation of the
dimming circuit (3), and further wherein said
constant voltage supply circuit (17) uses said
voltage/current of said inverter circuit (13) to
generate said substantially constant voltage
during a low dimming operation of the dimming
circuit (3).

9. The ballast of claim 8, wherein said input rectifier
(12) includes:

a plurality of rectifier diodes (D1-D4) operating
at a frequency above the frequency of the input
voltage, wherein at any given time at least one
diode is in a conducting mode due to said keep-
alive feedback circuit (19); and
a capacitor (C3,C31) for reducing a crest factor
of the discharge lamp (14).

10. The ballast of claim 9, wherein said constant volt-
age supply circuit (17) includes:

a first capacitor (C9) connected to said inverter
circuit (13) for generating a first current based
on a voltage of said inverter circuit (13); and
a second capacitor (C8) connected to the dis-
charge lamp (14) for generating a second cur-
rent based on a voltage of said discharge lamp
(14), wherein

said constant voltage supply circuit (17) sums
the first current and the second current to generate
said substantially constant voltage.
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